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WHO WE ARE
Business Science Corporation (BSC) is a leading international analytics and advanced
decision support company. We bring scientific rigour to solving business challenges. By
applying science, creativity and business acumen to business decision making and
execution, we set the standard on driving economic returns on data. Our teams comprise
of top data scientists, actuaries, accountants and engineers who combine their in-depth
diagnostic and modelling skills with practical commercial understanding in order to deliver
insight and tangible value to clients.

http://bscglobal.com/

BACKGROUND
Marc Gagiano studied Electric and Electronic engineering with computer science at
Stellenbosch University. His main focus areas were information science, machine learning
and robotics. For his final year project he developed code to classify individual Great
White sharks from photos. He is currently working as a data scientist at Business Science
Corporation. Marc has business experience in the telecommunications, mining and
financial institutions and practical experience in applying stochastic modelling, machine
learning, segmentation and forecasting.
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INTRODUCTION
• Churn prediction involves predicting when a customer will stop using your services
or products during a given time period

• Especially important for companies with high cost associated with acquiring
customers or for retaining High Value Customers (HVC)
• Keeping a customer for longer creates unique service avenues to generate more
revenue
Logistic Regression

• Telecommunication companies (Telco) require a large number of different Churn

predictions depending on their target markets, locations and products
• Ideal for machine learning techniques that require large datasets in order to make
accurate predictions
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DATA SCIENCE IN CONSULTING
• By definition Data Science is the complete chain from gathering data to the final implementation

Data Gathering

Data Storage

Validation and
Consolidation

Modelling

Implementation

• As you progress along the value chain, skills become more scarce and expensive
• Data Scientist in the consulting industry are normally hired to help / support / do data science from the
consolidation phase onwards

• This will save costs, since you pay per hour for the high cost of consultation
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MACHINE LEARNING VS REGRESSION
• https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2015/07/difference-machine-learning-statistical-modeling/
• Regression provides us with a line that to
some extent separates risky people from
non risky people (Green Line)
• Machine learning can provide us with non
linear boundaries in order to help us make
our predictions and ‘zoom’ in on the areas
with high risk (Contours)
• Contours close to one another show high
risk for customer churn given drivers A and
B

Source: https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2015/07/difference-machine-learning-statistical-modeling/
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CASE STUDY 1
Analyse behavioural patterns and network experience to predict the probability that a subscriber will churn
Problem

Solution

• How can I predict which

• A statistical customer segmentation model was

subscribers are likely to churn?

built to identify unique subscriber segments

• What are the key drivers of

• Using usage patterns (voice, SMS and data) as

churn?

well as network experience by location, a churn
model was developed per segment

• How do I align CVM initiatives

• Models were automated and validated to ensure

to address subscriber churn?

accuracy
• Subscribers with a higher propensity to churn

Industry Experience
• One of the largest mobile
operators within Africa

Value
• There was a noticeable increase in
retention rates
• Rewards / offers had a high take-up
due to their relevance to the segments
• Many HVC were retained which
contributed towards the embedded
value of customers.
• From a customer experience

were ranked, and rewards / offers were aligned

perspective, communication around

with the needs and behaviour of the segments

network issues was also improved as
this was a key driver of churn in
certain areas
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CASE STUDY 2
Increase Share of Wallet through targeted intervention of prepaid subscribers likely to become inactive through multi SIM behaviour

Problem

Solution

• How do I identify multi-SIM

• On-Net and Off-Net usage patterns were analysed

subscribers?

to determine multi-SIM behaviour

• How do I model a subscriber’s

• Subscribers were segmented into different cohorts

period of activity and inactivity

• Using survival analysis modelling techniques,

within a month?

subscriber active and inactive periods were
• How do I increase active

modelled per MSISDN

periods and hence share of

• Subscribers were targeted prior to their likely

wallet (SOW)?

inactive periods, with activity stimulation
campaigns designed to keep them on the network

Value
• Multi-SIM subscribers were identified
and only these subscribers received
specific benefits to avoid unnecessary
cannibalization of revenues
• The likely day of an inactive period
was identified, and subscribers
campaigned prior to this
• Average subscriber activity increased
and hence ARPU increased through a
greater SOW within a month

for longer

Industry Experience

• Overall churn rates improved through

• One of the largest mobile

increased average days of usage

operators within Africa
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CASE STUDY 3
Understand how changes in calling circle relationships affect the likelihood of subscriber churn
Problem

Solution

• How does calling circle

• Analyse both mobile originating and mobile

behaviour affect churn rates?
• What are the triggers that can

competitor network?

specific calling circles which indicated

subscribers

higher churn risk

over time

• What offers can help strengthen

• Analyse key differences between the calling circle

calling circles on the network?

behaviour of churn subscribers and active ones
• Identify which subscribers have had a notable
change in behaviour and are likely to churn

Industry Experience

• Target these subscribers through CVM
intervention

• One of the largest mobile
operators within Africa
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• Identified behavioural triggers in

terminating Voice and SMS behaviour of

• Track changes in On-net vs. Off-net behaviour

lead to a subscriber moving to a

Value

• Identified customers with a high
propensity to churn for immediate
action
• Designed campaigns for proactive
targeted intervention to incentivise Onnet behaviour, and reinforce calling
circle ‘stickiness’ on the network

PROCESS FLOW

Validation

Implementation
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Modelling

LOGISTIC REGRESSION
• Logistic Regression is a binary “yes/no” classifier
• Traditionally used for churn prediction
• The equation is given by:

Logistic Regression

𝑌=

1
1+exp −(𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 +𝛽1 𝑋1 +𝛽2 𝑋2 +⋯+𝛽𝑛 𝑋𝑛 )

• The function is also known as the sigmoid function (see sketch)
• For large positive numbers the function exp-(x) becomes zero and Y
evaluates to 1/1 =1
• Similarly for large negative values Y becomes zero
• 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑛 are the predictors
• 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑛 are the coefficients that need to be calculated in order to fit
the model
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NEURAL NETWORKS
• Neural networks mimic the function of the human

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output
Layer

Sigmoid
Activation

1/0

brain
• Multiple inputs activate a single response in a single

X

node
• In standard neural networks, a single node functions
like a logistic regression

Y

• The combination of multiple nodes creates a

framework capable of non linear learning and
predictions

Z

• Unfortunately it requires a lot of data to train your
model and is computationally expensive
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NEURAL NETWORKS
• Multiple nodes can be combined per layer and

multiple layers can follow one another
• Each node is assigned a weight and activate at
different input values
• These weights can be randomly chosen at the
start

• The core of neural networks is to learn the right
weightings for each node, given a specific set of
data points and to constantly update these

weightings as new data becomes available
http://playground.tensorflow.org
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NEURAL NETWORKS
• Multiple Back Propagation algorithms exists (Outside the scope)
• Nodes may use different Activation functions (Gaussian, Support Vector Machines) and mix combinations
• Neural Networks can be extended to have a multiple output layer
• Two popular variations of the Neural Network include Convoluted Neural Network (CNN) and the Recursive

Neural Network (RNN)
• CNN are popular for image recognition. The idea is to first run a convolution over the data to de-noise the data
before applying a neural network
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INPUT DATA
• Garbage In = Garbage Out
• Behavioural Data tend to provide better results in the telco space
• Behavioural data include variables like Number of Off-Net calls, Average Call
Durations, Data Usage, SMS usage etc.
• Behavioural data is more defining e.g. You are a person that likes to call rather
than SMS
• Behavioural data is also more robust and accurate than demographic data

• Essential that each row is a unique customer
• Each behavioural variable must be represented equally
• The response variable or any derivative of the response variable must not be part
of the input data
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INPUT DATA
• Each additional layer, feature and node increases the computation
time
• Any feature that has a correlation coefficient less than ~0.1 with the
response variable can be safely removed
• Data should be normalized
• Binning continuous variables might be useful
• Missing values can either be replaced with a default value or the row
can be removed entirely
• Outlier detection can de done using the standard 1.5IQR
• Outliers can either be capped or removed

• Dimensionality reduction algorithms like principal component analysis
(PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) can reduce the number
of variables in the input data
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MEASURING PERFORMANCE
• A confusion matrix shows the number of correct and incorrect predictions made by the classification model compared to the
actual outcomes (target value) in the data

• This makes it ideal for evaluating binary models

Accuracy < 0.6
Accuracy > 0.65
Accuracy > 0.98

Bad model
Good model
Perfect model

• Accuracy: the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct.
• Positive Predicted Value or Precision: the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified.
• Negative Predictive Value: the proportion of negative cases that were correctly identified
• Sensitivity or Recall: the proportion of actual positive cases which are correctly identified.
• Specificity: the proportion of actual negative cases which are correctly identified.
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CONCLUSION
• With churn prediction you can increase your company revenue
• Machine learning offers a variety of algorithms in order to help you predict churn
• Machine learning algorithms tend to be more accurate than traditional statistical models but require more computation power
and data

• Traditionally logistic regression was the main churn prediction tool
• Neural networks improves upon the traditional logistic regression model by allowing non linear decision boundaries
• Only important features should form part of the input data to the neural network

• The neural network will increase in accuracy the more data you provide it
• A confusion matrix can be used to evaluate the performance of the neural network and quantify the revenue generated by
implementing the model
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